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About This Game

Dragged into Archeology by his uncle, Dan decides to take matters into his own hands. He discovers ancient temples with long
lost treasures and menacing traps. Dan follows the clues found in the temples which leads him on a trip across the world,

bringing him ever closer to making a sensational discovery. You will help Dan navigate past the traps, collect treasure and reach
the bottom of the temples where Dan can find the treasure map that leads him further on his journey.

Key features:

Addictive casual platform game with a twist!

Make your way down the towers of treasure collecting Gems and gold!

Avoid the deadly pitfalls and traps in randomly generated levels!

Choose Diamond Dan or Diamond Ann and use their unique bonus moves!

Travel the world and discover 4 unique themes: Inca/Gothic/Persian and a secret location!
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Polished gameplay and high production values!
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I'd have rather watched a gameplay instead of trying to find where the game devs thought it was logical to go. For a person who
got used to games with bigger interactivity, it was frustrating all the way. Can't put myself to finish it.. so fun and simple. an
interesting experience, to say the least

. Riding made me sooo sick .. I love RPGS .. but this was all nope.. Very very nice! Reminds me Race The Sun. Good Music,
Challenge, Controls (even if you need to get used to).. Should this be in the main game?
Many people are saying that all the features this DLC adds to a game should be in a base game. I agree with them, but... they
probably doesn't realise how big this game is and what possibilities it offers and what can be added. I'm saying that if you
wanted all of these features added at once in the game, the development would take a lot of time, money and effort. If you
wanted to buy the game at full price ( 40 \u20ac all DLCs in base game), the company would lose so much money they wouldn't
make other title or anything at all, even the development would move the release a few years. And if price was high enough to
compensate all the time, money and effort, noone would buy a game at this price.
Just my opinion, pls don't hurt me for it. :(
If this DLC is expensive for you, just wait for it to be in SALE. Nothing you can do about it.

REVIEW
This DLC is mostly focused on Eastern europe, precisly on 3 nations in Eastern Europe and 1 nation on Balkan -
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania and Yugoslavia. Adding historicly accurate people such as generals and leaders, also adding
new sound effects to armies when you select them - they'll speak in their language. To these four nations have been added mew
focus trees, decisions and events, giving you choices to walk the path of freedom, supremacy or conquest.

FOCUS TREEs
As Czechoslovakia you can create a new factions and inviting other close nations to join you and resist German pressure.
As Hungary you can restore Austria-Hungary and restore what was lost in WW1 or approach Czechoslovak alliance and join
them or proclaim Greater Hungary and conquer your neighbors.
As Romania you can conquer Balkan, renew Romanian-Polish alliance and chose your king to abdicate or let him stay and have
him under control.
Well, Yugoslavia doesn't have interesting focus tree so I recommend you to look at it on the internet.

NEW FEATURES
New features are added such as Equipment License with wich you can "buy" technology from other nations and use them in you
war-machine ( Weapons, tanks, planes and ships ).

Subjects
Fascist countries get new subject levels like Reichskommissariat, with access to licenses, industry and strategic resources. The
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instated governments are held in an iron grip, making it harder for them to break free. ( Copied from official steam website,
description about content - Expansion for HoI4: Death or Dishonor) I didn't know how to explain it.

Personaly this DLC doesn't offer much things to the game and for this price it shouldn't even exist. If the price was lower, about
5 \u20ac ( from 10\u20ac to max. 5\u20ac ) or at best free, people would be happier and would't hate it that much. I am not
denying what I wrote at the beginning, it's just how I see it from development perspective. Don't hate me, thanks. :). Excelent
mode. Amazing puzzles. I recommend it.. Next to the Age of Charlemagne add-on, this is the culture-pack to get. Having started
out either building an army and having revolts on my hands, or trying to remian at peace and having neighbors harrasing me, this
was where I should have begun to understand the dynamics of this game. The Picts have got to be one of the best groups since
you are buffered by the Caledonians, and a natural ally of the Ebdanians (Oirish), and you get a chance to start working with the
politics, technologies and building up a city without getting clobbered consistantly. With very little effort, you can unite with the
other two factions and take over all of Britain, and then start hitting the mainland. The mix of combatants is excellent and gives
a completly unique feel to the combat possibilities. You can carry on raids, ambushes, sieges while using the seas for hit and run
raids, so it's the best of all worlds medieval. Allying with large armies of Caledonians is great, since if you are new you get a feel
for the tactics and can make goofy mistakes without losing your army. All in all this culture-pack is like a game within the
game, and really is a great learning tool plus a lot of fun if you like crazy units in combat and slash and burn raids.
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Heroes of Hellas 3 is primarily a tile-matching game on a hex grid, with a chain-drawing mechanic. It's not wildly innovative,
but it's solid, well-made casual fun for those who like the match-3 style, but want something a little bit differenct from the
standard match-3 gameplay.

The game is padded out with a few scenes of city-building and hidden objects. These scenes are fluff, add nothing, and should
be ignored, but they can usually be dispensed with quickly, so they don't detract too much. the writing (in English at least) is
somewhat clumsy, but you aren't really playing this for the story; you're playing for the actual tile-matching levels, and those are
quite satisfying, if not particularly challenging.. Game not updated on Steam so after dowloading 1.8GB on Steam you have to
download tons more via game launcher which is always on the top in Windows and cannot even be minimized. Utter non-sense.
Developers of this should find a different job. For example pilots. Kamikaze pilots.. A short game about finding true love and
happiness....Ineteresting topic for casual gaming. You need a few playthroughs in order to get all the endings. Overall, for a few
cents, worth a play.. I love this mod even more than the original game! Must have for RTS gaming enthusiasts.. first review! :D

new card pack is awesome.. needs price of a mile but ok. Meh.

Very short match-4 gameplay that is more quick-twitch than cerebral. Didn't enjoy it.

Only paid ~40 cents for it though.. First, it can not be understated how beautiful this game is. I adored the watercolor inspired
landscapes. The story kept me invovled and had a fairytale quality to it. Each character was uniue. The images and storytelling
were enough to forget that the games is an RPG Maker game. There are glitches that occur that will remind you as well as some
of the battle mechanics. This did not detract from my overall expereince. My only issues with the game were the map and
walking speed. First, the map was just an over view of the entire world. I perfer a map that gives more detail or is helpful when
exploring. This map did nothing for me. When exploring you will also find ancient statues that will respawn enemies each time
you enter that area. I chose not to activate the statues and I was still able to level-up enough to beat the final section. Now for the
walking speed. Yes, you can change the walk from a slow turtle pace to an elderly person with a walker pace. I felt much of the
game was me walking slowly. The game is beautiful but I still like to move at a decent pace when trying to backtrack etc.

I found this to be a great mix of story and artwork. I doubt it will be a game I replay again but it was worth playing. Thanks..
Fairly average game, gives me nostalgia having played it on a family member's iPad. When I saw it was on computers, I actually
was a bit happy I could revive some nostalgic moments. For $2, it's not terrible. Think of it as Happy Wheels but with stick
figures, but on Steam.

Overall, 7/10. Could be better, could be worse.. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50
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